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Fraternities, Sororities, Societies 1997

the 1950s are arguably the watershed era in the civil rights movement with the landmark supreme court decision of brown v board of
education in 1954 the montgomery bus boycott in 1955 and the desegregation of little rock arkansas high school in 1957 it was
during this period 1955 to be exact that sociologist alfred m lee published his seminal work fraternities without brotherhood a study
of prejudice on the american campus lee s book was the first and last book to explore diversity within college fraternal groups more
than fifty years later craig l torbenson and gregory s parks revisit this issue more broadly in their edited volume brothers and sisters
diversity in college fraternities and sororities this volume draws from a variety of disciplines in an attempt to provide a holistic
analysis of diversity within collegiate fraternal life it also brings a wide range of scholarly approaches to the inquiry of diversity
within college fraternities and sororities it explores not only from whence these groups have come but where they are currently
situated and what issues arise as they progress

Brothers and Sisters 2009

supporting fraternities and sororities in the contemporary era is inspired by sustained and reoccurring professional conversations and
scholarship that have suggested that not just change is necessary but that there ought to be a fundamental shift towards
reconceptualizing the construct of fraternities and sororities the co editors curate work from scholars and noteworthy practitioners
from across higher education to provide an imperative text that reflects the complexity and expansiveness by addressing diversity
programming and support approaches this text commences with the understanding that issues will continuously exist requiring a
greater nuanced depth of appreciation to reduce their negative impact it also summarizes national organizations from authentic
represented voices chapters then focus on solutions to support the fraternity and sorority experience providing strategies and emerging
explanations for the issues described in this text supporting fraternities and sororities seeks to do exactly as the title implies to inform
all stakeholders so that they can make better decisions about the future of these institutions perfect for courses such as fraternity
and course leadership dissertation seminar professional development circles independent study research seminar thesis research reflection
assignment contemporary issues in higher education introduction to student affairs

Supporting Fraternities and Sororities in the Contemporary Era 2019-12-30

in the wake of the abolishgreeklife and other calls for racial justice the role of identity development also becomes ever increasingly
important as we consider how to make the sorority fraternity more inclusive for our students in the end it may really be the power of
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inclusion on college campuses that leads to many of the educational goals that we yearn for in student growth the formal and
informal social interactions bonded in reflective learning that help build social and academic success in this we can celebrate together
especially those of us who have romanticized so many bright college years this text is a response to a call for existential exploration
as an attempt to critically revivify our understanding of the sorority fraternity experience as it contributes specifically to students
identity development and learning the text is grouped around centering their experiences through three a s amplifying voice affirming
identity and advancing belonging to highlight the identity experiences of the diverse spectrum of fraternity and sorority members across
the intersections of identity so often excluded from the literature chapters in this text attempt to foreground how the fraternity
sorority experience explicitly contributes to these areas of student development across multiple identities including race ethnicity
culture gender identity social class and ability authors critically interrogate systems of oppressions that subjugate marginality from
those with intersectional identities to recognize the larger challenges facing the sorority fraternity movement as an attempt to disrupt
these systems to better identify influences on identity development endorsements pietro sasso and associates are leading a game changing
conversation about the impact of fraternity and sorority communal experiences on student identity pietro sasso and the contributing
authors of this robust text successfully endeavor to inform practice through critical analysis framing important questions and
offering pragmatic solutions that are timely relevant and practical in both the academy and the fraternal system this book is a must
read for anyone seeking to understand or have a relevant impact on the intersections of sense of belonging identity development and
sorority fraternity life jason l meriwether campbellsville university in their most recent book examining contemporary sorority and
fraternity life sasso biddix and miranda have curated discerning chapters that expand existing scholarship by exploring the impact of
fraternity and sorority membership on identity development belonging and student voice through critical lenses this book should be on
the bookshelf of all higher education administrators and faculty gavin henning new england college

Affirming Identity, Advancing Belonging, and Amplifying Voice in Sororities and Fraternities
2024-04-01

foundations research and assessment of fraternities and sororities is inspired by continuing conversations about the enduring challenges
facing fraternities and sororities on campuses across the country the co editors curate contributions from scholars and noteworthy
practitioners from across higher education to examine a variety of issues relating to the past and future construct of these
institutions the text begins with a historical section that provides a perspective on the origins of fraternities and sororities other
sections look at such critical areas as values legal issues and research values are described regarding the values congruence movement
and acknowledging emerging areas of the individual fraternity and sorority experience legal issues include freedom of speech hazing law
and risk management additional profiles of large national benchmark surveys are included and the book concludes with a final overview
of the state of fraternity sorority scholarship this volume will appeal to a broad readership made up of faculty administrations and
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alumni ae perfect for courses such as fraternity and sorority leadership undergraduate student issues professional development circles
discussion groups graduate seminars individual reading reflection introduction to student affairs contemporary issues in higher
education

Foundations, Research, and Assessment of Fraternities and Sororities 2019-12-12

activism and the role everyday people play in making a change in society are increasingly popular topics in the world right now
especially as younger generations begin to speak out from traditional protests to activities on college campuses to the use of social
media more individuals are finding accessible platforms with which to share their views and become more actively involved in politics and
social welfare with the emergence of new technologies and a spotlight on important social issues people are able to become more
involved in society than ever before as they fight for what they believe it is essential to consider the recent trends technologies and
movements in order to understand where society is headed in the future the research anthology on citizen engagement and activism for
social change examines a plethora of innovative research surrounding social change and the various ways citizens are involved in
shaping society covering topics such as accountability social media voter turnout and leadership it is an ideal work for activists
sociologists social workers politicians public administrators sociologists journalists policymakers social media analysts government
administrators academicians researchers practitioners and students

Research Anthology on Citizen Engagement and Activism for Social Change 2021-11-26

an original vision for redefining american manhood in an age of anxiety and an era of socioeconomic change heroic fraternities examines the
impact of the frat film genre invented by animal house on ideas about real men and real fraternities that permeate the culture and led the
news media to increasingly equate the supermajority of fraternity men with the outrages of a few the ugliest cases have sparked a drive
to abolish greek life even though studies show rates of misconduct don t change when fraternities disappear common sense suggests that
young men are struggling to build balanced adult male identities in a world where campus leaders call for them to be less bad and
activists acknowledge male allies with notallmen the irony of the abolition movement is what they seek to destroy is also one of the
more certain routes to save america s men from the alienation of a society in crisis fraternities are uniquely positioned to address
soaring rates of substance abuse anger and despair by providing men with the support friendship and multiple role models they need
examining fraternity life in the sec acc and big ten conferences this book presents reasons for hope and heroism at all colleges
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Heroic Fraternities 2023-02-28

in 2011 jana mathews s career took a surprising turn what began as an effort for a newly minted college professor to get to know her
students turned into an invitation to be initiated into a national panhellenic conference sorority and serve as its faculty advisor for
the next seven years mathews attended sorority and fraternity chapter meetings greek week competitions leadership retreats and mixers
and formals she also counseled young men and women through mental health crises experiences of sexual violence and drug and alcohol
abuse combining her personal observations with ethnographic field analysis and research culled from the fields of sociology economics
and cognitive psychology this thought provoking book examines how white greek letter organizations help reshape the conceptual
boundaries of society s most foundational relationship categories including friend romantic partner and family mathews illuminates how
organizations manipulate campus sex ratios to foster hookup culture broker romantic relationships transfer intimacy to straight same
sex friends and create fictive family units that hoard social and economic opportunity for their members in their idealized form sororities
and fraternities function as familial surrogates that tether their members together in economically and socially productive ways in
their most warped manifestations however these fictive familial bonds reinforce insularity entrench privilege and at times threaten
physical safety

The Benefits of Friends 2022-08-02

research into gender equity in higher education inspiring action with this enlightening handbook you can review the thinking of leading
researchers on the current intersection of gender and higher education the wiley handbook of gender equity in higher education provides an
in depth look at education s complicated relationships with and in some cases inadequate fostering of gender equity the collection
offers a bold picture of research into the subject it also projects future paths of exploration inquiry and action for gender equity
focuses specifically on gender and higher education across the globe setting the stage for new explorations examines gender equity in
relation to the stem fields considers current male participation in higher education covers gender segregation by major and the issue of
women remaining in lower paying areas the wiley handbook of gender equity in higher education spotlights the continuing and integral
role of educational institutions in the struggle for gender equity policy makers university administrators and researchers can look to
this handbook for perspective on recent research as they move forward in the pursuit of more equitable educational environments

The Wiley Handbook of Gender Equity in Higher Education 2020-11-05

campus diversity is a contentious topic but this book shows far more consensus than conflict in student attitudes toward diversity
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Campus Diversity 2019-12-19

your must have resource on the law of higher education written by recognized experts in the field the latest edition of the law of higher
education offers college administrators legal counsel and researchers with the most up to date comprehensive coverage of the legal
implications of administrative decision making in the increasingly litigious environment of higher education william a kaplin and barbara a
lee s clear cogent and contextualized legal guide proves more and more indispensable every year two new authors neal h hutchens and
jacob h rooksby have joined the kaplin and lee team to provide additional coverage of important developments in higher education law
from hate speech to student suicide from intellectual property developments to issues involving ferpa this comprehensive resource helps
ensure you re ready for anything that may come your way includes new material since publication of the previous edition covers title ix
developments and intellectual property explores new protections for gay and transgender students and employees delves into free
speech rights of faculty and students in public universities expands the discussion of faculty academic freedom student academic freedom
and institutional academic freedom if this book isn t on your shelf it needs to be

The Law of Higher Education 2019-04-04

timely and urgent this book examines the culture and governance of colleges and universities regarding both excess in elite student
societies and sexual violence particularly against female students taking into account the deaths serious injuries and grave sexual
abuse taking place among student populations the book takes a criminological and sociological perspective on the institutions
offenders and victims involved with high profile court cases and media responses driving demand for reform the author considers
institutional reactions and concludes with recommendations to improve crime prevention accountability and support for survivors

Crime and Deviance in the Colleges 2022-10-27

your must have resource on the law of higher education written by recognized experts in the field the latest edition of the law of higher
education vol 2 offers college administrators legal counsel and researchers with the most up to date comprehensive coverage of the
legal implications of administrative decision making in the increasingly litigious environment of higher education william a kaplin and
barbara a lee s clear cogent and contextualized legal guide proves more and more indispensable every year two new authors neal h
hutchens and jacob h rooksby have joined the kaplin and lee team to provide additional coverage of important developments in higher
education law from hate speech to student suicide from intellectual property developments to issues involving ferpa this comprehensive
resource helps ensure you re ready for anything that may come your way includes new material since publication of the previous edition
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covers title ix developments and intellectual property explores new protections for gay and transgender students and employees delves
into free speech rights of faculty and students in public universities expands the discussion of faculty academic freedom student
academic freedom and institutional academic freedom part of a 2 volume set if this book isn t on your shelf it needs to be

The Law of Higher Education, A Comprehensive Guide to Legal Implications of
Administrative Decision Making 2019-04-02

many white people and some conservative black people believe that affirmative action programs are unfairly depriving more deserving
whites of jobs and education opportunities the author argues that is a myth for example university admissions data demonstrates that
despite affirmative action rhetoric there remains systemic bias against black students sociological data on criminal record race and
employment found that white people with a criminal record had a better chance of getting a call back than black people without one
renowned professor of social work dr rudolph alexander jr analyses many examples which demonstrate that the claim that affirmative
action programs have led to unfair discrimination against white people of equal ability is a myth though not always comfortable
reading the book is an important addition to the literature on equality diversity and critical race theory

The Myth of Affirmative Action 2022-12-12

at this time of social flux of changing demographics on campus and the world beyond of recognition of intersectional identities as well
as the wide variety of aspirations and career goals of today s women undergraduates how can colleges and universities best prepare
them for the demands of modern leadership this text speaks to the changing context of today s women students experiences recognizing
that their work life goals may go beyond climbing the corporate ladder to include social innovation and entrepreneurial goals policy
and politics and social activism this book is a product of multiple collaborations and intellectual contributions of a diverse group of
undergraduate and graduate women who helped shape the course on which it is based they provided research support critical readings as
well as the diverse narratives that are included throughout the book not as an ideal for readers to aspire to but as an authentic
expression of how their distinct and sometimes non conforming lived experiences shaped their understandings of leadership it goes beyond
hero she ro person centered approaches to get at the complex and intrapersonal nature of leadership it also situates intersectional
identities critical consciousness and student development theory as important lenses throughout the text recognizing that there are
many possible manifestations of leadership or gender this text encourages students to embrace the contradictions rather than engaging
in dualistic black and white thinking challenging them to address such questions as should women lean in and work harder to achieve
their own leadership goals or should they focus on bigger systemic issues to create equity in the workplace each chapter concludes
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with a brief chapter review a narrative from a current college student and critical reflection questions

Critical and Equity-Oriented Pedagogical Innovations in Sustainable Food Systems
Education 2023-05-08

the subject of leadership and managerial psychology exists as a sub branch of psychology within the fields of industrial and
organizational psychology there still appears to be ongoing debate regarding the core pathology for gaining managerial expertise in
professional roles relative to having suitable leadership skills and managerial knowledge beyond the direct daily work involved in
organizations professional organizations inherently include varied levels of sensitive human interactions which further necessitates
their management professionals to have leadership styles that are adjustable contingent on a given situation relative to this edited
book managerial psychology is being utilized in a way that may subsequently seek to develop a series of scientific theory principles
where the focus is to develop managerial axioms that advance contemporary existing knowledge surrounding professional management
logic the handbook of research on multidisciplinary perspectives on managerial and leadership psychology provides value uncovered by a
collaboration of generalists and specialists who bring professional managerial and leadership opinions to light through narratives and
research inclusive of fundamental theory principles that can be applied in practice and academia this edited reference is focused on the
enhancement of management research through managerial psychology while highlighting topics including business process knowledge
management in diverse discipline situations and professions corporate leadership responsibility leadership of self and others and
leadership psychology in a variety of different fields of work this book is ideally designed for leadership and management professionals
academicians students and researchers in the fields of knowledge management administrative sciences and management leadership
development education and organization development sub branches or specialty practices

We are the Leaders We've Been Waiting For 2023-07-03

extending from the belief that masculinities are multiple consisting of complexities and constructions that make up the traits associated
with each this book explores the various ways in which boys and men are conditioned to view women as inferior to themselves and
predominantly sexual objects and the deleterious effects this has on both women and men society and culture at large beginning in
childhood the book provides a critical framework to understand one form of masculinity referred to as bro culture and how it is
reproduced and reinforced through popular culture social institutions and patriarchal forms of religion and politics weaving together
current research with illuminating historical and contemporary examples thomas keith unpacks the attitudes beliefs and behaviors that
constitute this subculture and reveals the ways in which traditional and outdated codes of manhood power and gender relations have
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evolved into problematic forms of sexism misogyny and abuse for as much as popular culture is revealed to be a contributing factor in
the passage of bro codes the book also includes examples of cultural forces that are challenging and seeking to overthrow the core
tenets in powerful and lasting ways timely and thought provoking the bro code addresses the implications of an enduring social problem
and moves us to reflect on ways to empower men away from this toxic form of masculinity

Handbook of Research on Multidisciplinary Perspectives on Managerial and Leadership
Psychology 2021-01-22

the ninth edition of the sociology of education examines the field in rare breadth by incorporating a diverse range of theoretical
approaches and a distinct sociological lens in its overview of education and schooling education is changing rapidly just as the social
forces outside of schools are and to present the material in a meaningful way the authors of this book provide a unifying framework an
open systems approach to illustrate how the issues and structures we find in education are all interconnected separate chapters are
devoted to how schools help shape who has access to educational opportunities and who does not issues of race class and gender the
organization of schools and the roles that make up educational settings and more throughout the book readers will have an
opportunity to engage with theories and issues that are discussed and to apply their newly obtained understanding in response to
emerging and persistent problems in the educational system the new edition continues to be a critical point of reference for students
interested in exploring the social context of education and the role education has in shaping our society it is perfect for sociology of
education and social foundations of education courses at the undergraduate or early graduate level

The Bro Code 2020-12-29

the american educational history journal is a peer reviewed national research journal devoted to the examination of educational topics
using perspectives from a variety of disciplines the editors of aehj encourage communication between scholars from numerous disciplines
nationalities institutions and backgrounds authors come from a variety of disciplines including political science curriculum history
philosophy teacher education and educational leadership acceptance for publication in aehj requires that each author present a well
articulated argument that deals substantively with questions of educational history aehj accepts original papers of two types the
first consists of papers that are presented each year at our annual meeting the second type consists of general submission papers
received throughout the year general submission papers may be submitted at any time they will not however undergo the review process
until january when papers presented at the annual conference are also due for review and potential publication for more information
about the organization of educational historians oeh and its annual conference visit the oeh web site at edhistorians org
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The Sociology of Education 2021-07-29

an engaging exploration of what it means to be asexual in a world that s obsessed with sexual attraction and what the ace
perspective can teach all of us about desire and identity what exactly is sexual attraction and what is it like to go through life not
experiencing it what does asexuality reveal about gender roles about romance and consent and the pressures of society this accessible
examination of asexuality shows that the issues that aces face confusion around sexual activity the intersection of sexuality and
identity navigating different needs in relationships are the same conflicts that nearly all of us will experience through a blend of
reporting cultural criticism and memoir ace addresses the misconceptions around the a of lgbtqia and invites everyone to rethink
pleasure and intimacy journalist angela chen creates her path to understanding her own asexuality with the perspectives of a diverse
group of asexual people vulnerable and honest these stories include a woman who had blood tests done because she was convinced that
not wanting sex was a sign of serious illness and a man who grew up in a religious household and did everything right only to realize
after marriage that his experience of sexuality had never been the same as that of others disabled aces aces of color gender
nonconforming aces and aces who both do and don t want romantic relationships all share their experiences navigating a society in
which a lack of sexual attraction is considered abnormal chen s careful cultural analysis explores how societal norms limit
understanding of sex and relationships and celebrates the breadth of sexuality and queerness

American Educational History Journal 2020-10-01

the architectural development of georgia tech began as a core of victorian era buildings sited around a campus green and tech tower
during the subsequent beaux arts era designers who were also members of the architecture faculty added traditionally styled buildings
with many of them in a pseudo jacobean collegiate redbrick style early modernist paul heffernan led an architectural revolution in his
academic village of functionalist buildings on campus an aesthetic that inspired additional international style campus buildings
formalist brutalist and post modern architecture followed and when georgia tech was selected as the olympic village for the 1996
summer olympics new residence halls were added to the campus between 1994 and 2008 georgia tech president g wayne clough
stewarded over 1 billion in capital improvements at the school notably engaging midtown atlanta with the development of technology
square the landscape design by recent campus planners is especially noteworthy featuring a purposeful designation of open spaces
accommodations for pedestrian perambulations and public art what might have developed into a prosaic assemblage of academic and
research buildings has instead evolved into a remarkably competent assemblage of aesthetically pleasing architecture
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Ace 2020-09-15

the architectural development of georgia tech began as a core of victorian era buildings sited around a campus green and tech tower
during the subsequent beaux arts era designers who were also members of the architecture faculty added traditionally styled buildings
with many of them in a pseudo jacobean collegiate redbrick style early modernist paul heffernan led an architectural revolution in his
academic village of functionalist buildings on campus an aesthetic that inspired additional international style campus buildings
formalist brutalist and post modern architecture followed and when georgia tech was selected as the olympic village for the 1996
summer olympics new residence halls were added to the campus between 1994 and 2008 georgia tech president g wayne clough
stewarded over 1 billion in capital improvements at the school notably engaging midtown atlanta with the development of technology
square the landscape design by recent campus planners is especially noteworthy featuring a purposeful designation of open spaces
accommodations for pedestrian perambulations and public art what might have developed into a prosaic assemblage of academic and
research buildings has instead evolved into a remarkably competent assemblage of aesthetically pleasing architecture

Georgia Tech: Campus Architecture 2021-08-16

what role does student engagement play in educational achievement on the post secondary campus and what factors affect each
student s ability and motivation to engage with the full college experience both in and outside of the classroom it is now widely
acknowledged that post secondary institutions must not only focus on facilitating the transition from high school to college but
that they must also make a concerted effort to listen to the needs and experiences of their students in order to achieve maximal
involvement within the college environment students need to be captivated by at least one element of their college experience whether
that be in the classroom dorm or extracurricular activities in order to form a bond with their institution and feel motivated and
attached enough to put in the hard work until graduation campuses that capture their students interests and passions provide spaces
for them to develop as individuals and opportunities to form meaningful professional and personal relationships have a far greater
chance of both retaining their students to graduation and helping them develop as whole human beings who will contribute this book
studies the many facets of student engagement as it attempts to define student engagement differentiating it from involvement and
covers seminal theories of college student engagement the contributions to this volume discuss the powerful role that relationships
play in helping students identify their interests and talents and other examples of best practice when it comes to creating engaging
classroom experiences such as collaborative projects with peers study abroad and learning that is situated in real life problems that
are of importance to the student
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Georgia Tech 2021-08-16

this book explores the voices and experiences of college students engaged in sexual violence activism and examines the strategies and
tools they use to enact change

Captivating Campuses: Proven Practices that Promote College Student Persistence,
Engagement and Success 2019-12-15

women of discriminating taste examines the role of historically white sororities in the shaping of white womanhood in the twentieth
century as national women s organizations sororities have long held power on college campuses and in american life yet the groups also
have always been conservative in nature and inherently discriminatory selecting new members on the basis of social class religion race
or physical attractiveness in the early twentieth century sororities filled a niche on campuses as they purported to prepare college
women for ladyhood sorority training led members to comport themselves as hyperfeminine heterosocially inclined traditionally minded
women following a model largely premised on the mythical image of the southern lady although many sororities were founded at non
southern schools and also maintained membership strongholds in many non southern states the groups adhered to a decidedly southern
aesthetic a modernized version of lost cause ideology in their social training to deploy a conservative agenda margaret l freeman
researched sorority archives sorority related materials in student organizations as well as dean of women s student affairs and
president s office records collections for historical data that show how white southerners repeatedly called upon the image of the
southern lady to support southern racial hierarchies her research also demonstrates how this image could be easily exported for
similar uses in other areas of the united states that shared white southerners concerns over changing social demographics and racial
discord by revealing national sororities as significant players in the grassroots conservative movement of the twentieth century
freeman illuminates the history of contemporary sororities difficult campus relationships and their continuing legacy of discriminatory
behavior and conservative rhetoric

Voices of Campus Sexual Violence Activists 2023-12-05

charlotte hogg takes a close look through the example of white university sororities at how we create and cling to subcultures
through the notion of belonging and how spoken and unspoken rhetorics contribute to this notion renewed calls to end greek letter
organizations for racism and sexism including increased scrutiny on white women s social justice failings have intensified but as hogg
shows rhetorics of belonging have always occurred amid and even in response to anti glo sentiment she shows how rhetorical efforts by
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members for members foster belonging for insiders while also seeking to appease those on the outside in her analysis hogg positions the
study of rhetoric beyond traditional methods of persuasion to show how we communicate and participate in communities as citizens in
subtle ways beyond speaking and writing through engaging narrative drawing on her experiences as a member of a white sorority archival
research and interviews with collegians and alumni she shows how efforts toward belonging can influence particular beliefs about
womanhood in complex ways this thought provoking volume will interest scholars and students from a range of disciplines including
rhetoric and communication studies gender studies feminism sociology cultural anthropology and history

Women of Discriminating Taste 2020-12-01

this edited volume serves as a follow up to beyond the asterisk understanding native students in higher education focusing on new
scholarship continued conversations and growth in the field of indigenous higher education the landscape of higher education has
changed significantly over the past decade likewise indigenous higher education has grown into its own respective field with emerging
scholarship that is written for and by indigenous people this book focuses on this growth revisiting relevant topics in indigenous higher
education while adding new and expanded research and insight from emerging scholars and practitioners including chapters on indigenous
lgbtqia and two spirt students and native hawaiian and pacific islanders the voices of indigenous scholars who are challenging the
status quo in higher education have grown louder and institutions and organizations have increasingly begun to respond this volume is
essential to continued conversations in indigenous higher education and invites current emerging and future scholars to carry the
conversation forward in respectful responsible and relational ways

White Sororities and the Cultural Work of Belonging 2023-12-19

an authoritative survey of different contexts methodologies and theories of applied communication the field of applied communication
research acr has made substantial progress over the past five decades in studying communication problems and in making contributions
to help solve them changes in society human relationships climate and the environment and digital media have presented myriad contexts in
which to apply communication theory the handbook of applied communication research addresses a wide array of contemporary
communication issues their research implications in various contexts and the challenges and opportunities for using communication to
manage problems this innovative work brings together the diverse perspectives of a team of notable international scholars from across
disciplines the handbook of applied communication research includes discussion and analysis spread across two comprehensive volumes
volume one introduces acr explores what is possible in the field and examines theoretical perspectives organizational communication risk
and crisis communication and media data design and technology the second volume focuses on real world communication topics such as
health and education communication legal ethical and policy issues and volunteerism social justice and communication activism each
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chapter addresses a specific issue or concern and discusses the choices faced by participants in the communication process this important
contribution to communication research explores how various communication contexts are best approached addresses balancing
scientific findings with social and cultural issues discusses how and to what extent media can mitigate the effects of adverse events
features original findings from ongoing research programs and original communication models and frameworks presents the best available
research and insights on where current research and best practices should move in the future a major addition to the body of knowledge
in the field the handbook of applied communication research is an invaluable work for advanced undergraduate students graduate
students and scholars

Developments Beyond the Asterisk 2023-12-01

this book is the culmination of three years of research into sexual violence policies and sexual consent education at post secondary
institutions across canada the prevalence of sexual violence has not changed in more than 30 years and its reporting to police or
school authorities has only waxed and waned over those years in response this book asks what can be done differently to reduce the
number of victims and potential perpetrators the book provides an environmental scan of over 120 post secondary institutions psis
across canada as well as a deeper analysis of 7 psis that also include student and staff experiences and opinions the three year
research project employed various phases to capture over 160 student voices and over 20 sexual violence staff and subject experts
subject experts and students were also involved in reviewing the draft iterations of the proposed sexual consent education module this
book delivers readers with a broad brush approach to understanding the landscape of sexual violence prevention and education services
at psis across canada it provides a narrowed focus on 7 psis where student and staff survey responses and interviews provide
positionality in response to the available literature the book concludes with a proposed sexual consent education module including its
strengths and limitations as a point of discussion for psis to include into their sexual violence prevention education repertoire this
book is intended for post secondary audiences in canada north america and elsewhere for undergraduate and graduate students and
faculty staff and administrators where it is crucial to consider ways to address its prevalence and the ways we can incorporate
prevention education into our campus communities

The Handbook of Applied Communication Research 2020-04-24

rentz s student affairs practice in higher education introduces readers to the functions of all student affairs services on college
campus and to the nuts and bolts on what student affairs professionals in each specific area do to achieve their goals of providing
students with meaningful collegiate experiences and accomplish the institution s mission the book not only includes the evolution of
student affairs but also how its philosophy and theories are integrated into its practice by reading this edition experienced student
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affairs professionals will acquire a thorough understanding of each student affairs service on college university campus and increase
their competence in practice this new sixth edition has 17 chapters which include the philosophical heritage of student affairs historical
perspective of higher education and student affairs admissions to enrollment management academic advising career services counseling
centers student conduct multicultural affairs and special support services orientation residence halls student life programs fraternity
and sorority life collegiate recreation financial aid student learning assessment health services and future of student affairs it has
been integrated with the most recent literature on student affairs development especially how the global pandemic has impacted the
practice of student affairs in higher education and how the social political and economic dynamics at the national level have influenced
the climate of college and university campus as well as the most recent professional standards a unique feature of the book is that its
contributors are expert practitioners and scholars through this book student affairs professionals will learn knowledge and wisdom
not only from the current generation in student affairs but also from the generations many years in the past the sixth edition has
advanced the knowledge base of student affairs while inheriting its values and missions for higher education

Sexual Violence Policies and Sexual Consent Education at Canadian Post-Secondary
Institutions 2023-01-18

the first in depth look at how women have shaped the history and legacy of indiana university women first enrolled at indiana university
in 1867 in the following years they would leave an indelible mark on this hoosier institution however until now their stories have been
underappreciated both on the iu campus and by historians who have paid them little attention women at indiana university draws
together 15 snapshots of iu women s experiences and contributions to explore essential questions about their lives and impact what did
it mean to write the petition for women s admission or to become the first woman student at an all male university to be a woman of
color on a predominantly white campus to balance work studies and commuting entering college as a non traditional student how did
women contribute to their academic fields and departments how did they tap opportunities confront barriers and forge networks of
support to achieve their goals women at indiana university not only opens the door to a more inclusive and accurate understanding of
iu s past and future but also offers greater visibility for hoosier women in our larger understanding of women in american higher
education

Rentz's Student Affairs Practice in Higher Education (6ed) 2024-03-22

humanistic values from academic community perspective is authored by a range of international experts with a diversity of backgrounds
and perspectives and provides a collection of ideas examples and solutions on humanistic values in academia implementation and problems
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that occur in this area of consideration this volume is a result of numerous discussions within the academic members to incorporate
humanistic values like dignity integrity care human rights etc into our conduct composed of all the academic levels beginning with
students through staff faculty and administration authors and contributors of this book assume the importance and crucial role of
values in managing contemporary organizations emphasizing the fact that the oldest organizations managed by core values are not the
globally known and acknowledged business corporation but the institutions like churches armies and the universities numerous
institutions of higher education are proud of their core values and present them to their employees students and stakeholders the book
is divided into four parts i introduction ii humanistic values from academic perspective iii humanistic values from student faculty
perspective and part iv humanistic values from educational administrative perspective we sincerely hope that the chapters presented in
this volume will open new horizons for the understanding of humanistic values in academia and simultaneously it will provide inspiration
and encouragement for further research in this area of study

Women at Indiana University 2022-07-05

this book showcases a wealth of knowledge and insight on gender and sexuality development with contributions from leading
researchers it covers a comprehensive set of topics at the forefront of the field and strikes a balance between traditional and emerging
areas of study given that gender and sexuality are shaped by myriad influences this book is modelled on an interdisciplinary perspective
and delves into biological comparative psychological cognitive social cultural and clinical approaches in so doing this collection
conveys the rich tapestry of gender and sexuality science and will hold value for many for those already in the field this book provides
an excellent resource for brushing up on the latest and for inspiring the next phases of scientific investigation those who are newer to
the field including undergraduate and graduate students stand to gain tremendously from not only the thoughtful and informative
content but also from the interdisciplinary approach modelled throughout the book beyond academia this book is a valuable resource
for clinicians and policy makers who deal with child and adolescent issues

Humanistic Values from Academic Community Perspective 2020-07-01

explore social exclusion s link to extremism and find prevention and deradicalization strategies through evidence based research

Gender and Sexuality Development 2022-08-30

campus crisis management is a practical resource that helps campus administrators evaluate revise or establish a comprehensive crisis
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management plan appropriate for their college or university filled with examples assessment tools and checklists this book describes the
individuals who should be involved in developing a campus plan what a plan should include as well as a variety of crisis events and
issues that should be addressed in a comprehensive crisis management plan including contributions from renowned practitioners at all
levels this fully revised new edition contains the must have information on crisis management such as how to develop a comprehensive
crisis management system the different types of crises using the crisis matrix the structure operation and training of a crisis team
strategies for working with the media new chapters addressing behavioral intervention teams active shooter situations title ix guidance
campus demonstrations outbreaks of infectious and contagious diseases and special event management from a senior administrator
working with an institution wide emergency operations team to a new professional looking to develop plans and protocols to respond
to critical incidents campus crisis management is a comprehensive guide to planning and preparing for campus emergencies of any scale

Exclusion and Extremism 2024-05-23

a highly comprehensive ethnographic analysis resilience and familism demonstrates in a specifically filipino context how strong familial
ties can affect inner strength and outer determination

Campus Crisis Management 2020-12-29

this comprehensive handbook offers a broad overview of contemporary research on engineering education and its practical application
over the past two decades the field of engineering education research eer has become a vibrant and impactful community with new
journals conferences and doctoral and research programs established across the globe the increased interest in this area has helped
improve the education and training of the next generation of engineers as well as supporting growth in the use of technology for
teaching and learning increased attention to broadening participation diversity and inclusion in the field and a wide international
expansion of the field drawing on the work of 100 expert contributors from over 20 countries this volume covers both emergent and
established areas of research within engineering education giving voice to newcomers to the field as well as perspectives from established
experts contents include sociocognitive and affective perspectives on engineering education technology and online learning in engineering
education cultural and ethical issues including diversity equity and inclusion in engineering education curriculum design teaching
practices and teacher education at all levels research methods and assessment in engineering education this book offers an innovative
and in depth overview of engineering education scholarship and practice which will be of use to researchers in engineering education
engineering educators and faculty teacher educators in engineering education or stem education and other engineering and stem related
professional organizations the open access version of this book available at taylorfrancis com has been made available under a
creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license
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Resilience and Familism 2023-08-10

the life and accomplishments of an influential leader in the desegregated south this biography of educational activist and black studies
forerunner bertha maxwell roddey examines a life of remarkable achievements and leadership in the desegregated south sonya ramsey
modernizes the nineteenth century term race woman to describe how maxwell roddey and her peers turned hard won civil rights and
feminist milestones into tangible accomplishments in north carolina and nationwide from the late 1960s to the 1990s born in 1930
maxwell roddey became one of charlotte s first black women principals of a white elementary school she was the founding director of
the university of north carolina at charlotte s africana studies department and she cofounded the afro american cultural and service
center now the harvey b gantt center for african american art culture maxwell roddey founded the national council for black studies
helping institutionalize the field with what is still its premier professional organization and served as the 20th national president of
delta sigma theta sorority inc one of the most influential black women s organizations in the united states using oral histories and
primary sources that include private records from numerous black women s home archives ramsey illuminates the intersectional
leadership strategies used by maxwell roddey and other modern race women to dismantle discriminatory barriers in the classroom and the
boardroom bertha maxwell roddey offers new insights into desegregation urban renewal and the rise of the black middle class through
the lens of a powerful leader s life story publication of this work made possible by a sustaining the humanities through the american
rescue plan grant from the national endowment for the humanities

International Handbook of Engineering Education Research 2023-05-23

dave willis author speaker and father of four boys talks biblically and practically about how to raise a generation of boys who are
champions encouragers and respecters of women in the metoo and churchtoo era with so many men and boys continuing to make the same
mistakes we have to ask where are we going wrong and perhaps more importantly how do we raise up men who will break this cycle as
the father of four boys relationship coach and author dave willis has studied this issue deeply concluding that if we are to raise boys
to respect girls and not end up with men who say they respect women but whose actions reveal otherwise we must go back to the heart
of things or more specifically we must go back to our own hearts in raising boys who respect girls willis helps readers inventory the
blind spots that lead to accidental forms of disrespect showing how to root out issues in our own hearts before we inadvertently
pass along these same issues to our boys he also teaches readers how to cultivate a healthy respect for god and for themselves as
created in his image as well as a similar respect for others full of scripture research age specific tools and conversation models this
book offers a practical strategy for mindful parents to first embody the right principles themselves and then teach them to their sons
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Bertha Maxwell-Roddey 2022-06-21

Raising Boys Who Respect Girls 2019-11-12
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